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Abstract

In grinding operation, on-line process monitoring of dressing will ensure the quality of the grinding wheel and
will achieve reproducible surface finish. The results of a study conducted to evaluate the feasibility and
effectiveness of Acoustic Emission (AE) sensors in online monitoring of dressing is reported. Two aspects of
the process are addressed. The first is the detection of undesired wheel conditions, such as an out-of-round
wheel and wheel contour errors. The other is improving the surface finish of the ground workpiece by
monitoring the dressing parameters. Experimental results indicate that AE signal can be effectively used to
identify the faults that might occur during dressing. This in turn will result in better surface finish in the
machined workpiece.
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Abstract
In grinding operation, on-line process monitoring of
dressing will ensure the quality of the grinding wheel
and will achieve reproducible surface finish. The re:;ults
of a study conducted to evaluate the feasibility and
effectiveness of Acoustic Emission (AE) sensors in online monitoring of dressing is reported. Two aspects of
the process are addressed. The first is the detection of
undesired wheel conditions, such as an out-of-round
wheel and wheel contour errors. The other is improving
the surface finish of the ground workpiece by
monitoring the dressing parameters.
Experimental
results indicate that AE signal can be effectively used to
identify the faults that might occur during dressing. This
in turn will result in better surface finish in the
machined workpiece.
Keywords: Monitoring, Dressing, Acoustic Emksion,
Grinding
1. Introduction
Dressing is the process of conditioning the grinding
wheel surface in order to reshape the wheel when it has
lost its original shape through wear. This will generate a
satisfactory grinding wheel topography, which has
significant impact on the grinding force, energy,
temperatures, wheel wear and surface finish [ I , 21. In
the single-point diamond tool dressing, a number of
parameters govem the process including dressing depth,
dressing lead traverse rate, shape of diamond tip and
number of dressing passes [3]. These parameter!; also
affect the grinding behaviour and the surface finish of
the workpiece. Generally, fine dressing with a low
dressing lead and small dressing depth produces a wheel
with a high density of blunt cutting points [ l , 41. As a
result, the wheel generates high cutting forces [3, 5 , 61,
increased temperature [I], good surface finish [3., 5, 7,
81 and low wheel wear rates [ l , 41. A change in the
shape of the dresser through wear results in a decreased
wheel wear rate in grinding process [9].
The number of dressing passes depends upon the depth
of loading, grit size, and the depth of the wear p a & n to
be removed [3]. Usually, the effects of pr<:vious
dressing and grinding conditions can be eliminated
through three [3] or four [IO] successive passes.
Dressing errors, however, can diversely affect the
quality of dressing wheel as the result of fluctuations in
real dressing depth, dresser wear and other disturl3ances
[ I I].
Such undesired conditions can be detected
through an in process monitoring system. Further
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dressing passes will remove the identified imperfections
in the wheel.
Acoustic emission (AE) sensors have proved superior
over the other sensors used in grinding such as force
sensors and active current sensing of machine drives
[I 11, due to their temperature stability, high sensitivity
and high dynamics. Furthermore, AE sensors are
inexpensive and easy to mount. Hence, a number of
researchers have employed AE sensors for in-process
monitoring of dressing. AE sensors have been used for
detecting dresser-wheel contact [12, 131, monitoring
dressing depth [7] and dressing lead [ S , 71, and
diagnosing dressing faults [ I I , 131.
The aim of the work reported in this paper is to evaluate
the feasibility and effectiveness of monitoring the
dressing of the grinding wheel using an AE sensor. In
the course of the paper, the experimental set up will be
described. The details of various experimental scenarios
implemented for monitoring of the grinding wheel
dressing will be explained. The results obtained will be
critically analysed and some conclusions will be drawn.

2. Experimental Set-up
A manual surface-grinding machine has been modified
for use in this study. The movements on the grinding
table traverse (x-axis) and the wheel (z-axis) are
automated. The table speed and wheel position are
controlled by a DSP card under the control of a host
computer. The displacements on x-axis and z-axis are
measured by motor’s encoders. The resolutions of up to
1.25 wm and 0.5 pm can be achieved on z on x axes
respectively. The original arrangement for cross feed
(y-axis) is maintained.
The experimental set-up is shown in Figure I . The
Acoustic emission (AE) signal generated by interaction
between the dresser and the grinding wheel is coupled
by grease to a dresser-holder and detected by an AE
sensor which is attached to the dresser-holder. Then,
the AE signal is amplified and filtered by a band-pass
filter with a bandwidth of 100 kHz - 1200 kHz in order
to remove unwanted signals produced by the machine
vibration and environmental noise. The dressing energy
is characterized in terms of root mean square (RMS)
value of the AE signal. An RMS-chip with an average
time constant of 1 ms is employed to calculate the RMS
value. The AErms is digitised either by a digital CRO,
or by an ISA data acquisition card and then stored in a
PC. The displacement of the grinding wheel relative to
the dresser is measured by an encoder.
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to change. This results in a sharp fall in the AE(rms)
value. According to the obtained results, the contour
error introduced on the wheel is removed after eight
dressing passes.

P E M M I l "PYW

I

Fig. 1 Experimental Set-up

3. Monitoring of Dressing Process
This study is focused on two aspects of the dressing
process. The first is the detection of undesired wheel
conditions, such as an out-of-round wheel and wheel
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the dressing depth is fixed to 20 pm and the dressing
lead is operated manually across the width of the
grinding wheel. This diagram illustrates the variation of
AE(nns) levels in the third, fifth and eighth dressing
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However, the dressing lead fluctuates unexpectedly in
each dressing pass and among all the dressing passes as
the cross-feed (y-axis) of the machine is operated
manually. Consequently, it is difficult to maintain a
constant dressing quality. This also influences the
surface roughness of the workpiece. Figure 4 shows the
effect of the fluctuation of the dressing lead on the
surface roughness in comparison with the influence of
the grinding paramcters such as the depth of cut and the
table speed.

monitoring strategics, more consistent results with less
variation in the surface roughness can be produced, as
shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Effects of Monitoring Dressing on Variation in
grinding with
monitoring dressing lead
Ra

mean

averagc

Ra

(vm)

value

deviation

(pm)

0.34
0.36

In this experiment, the wheel is dressed by setting the
dressing down-feed to 20 pm. The dressing lead is
controlled manually and is maintained as stable as
possible. Depending on the loading condition, five to
ten dressing passes are taken. Eight sections in four
workpieces are then ground by applying eight grinding
conditions separately. In order to prevent unstable
roughness caused by rapid wheel wear in the s t d n g
stage, the surface roughness of the ground workpieces is
measured off-line when the specific material removal is
about 100 mm3/mm.
The pair of curves with a solid dash line in Figure 4
shows the effect of the depth of cut and the table speed
on the roughness of workpiece. Two more pairs of
curves with different dash styles are obtained by
repeating the above procedures. The difference of
surface roughness observed in the three experiments is
caused mainly by thc fluctuations of dressing leads.
According to the results shown in Figure 4, the dressing
lead is a major factor affecting the surface finish.
The possibility of producing more consistent wheel
quality by monitoring and controlling dressing lead on
the machine is investigated through further experiments.
The average dressing lead across whole wheel width is
monitored by measuring the time of the dresser-wheel
contact using AE(rms) signal. If the time related in the
last dressing pass is proved to he different fram the
expected value, a further dressing pass is carried out to
ensure consistent average dressing lead. Using these
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mean
value

average

deviation

(wn)

(pm)

0.45

0.43

Fig. 4 Influence of Dressing and Grinding Conditions
on the Surface Roughness of Workpiece.

grinding without
monitoring dressing lead

0.37

8%

0.37
0.28

0.37

16 %

4. Conclusions
The work conducted on monitoring the dressing process
in grinding using AE signal has been reported. A series
of experiments has been conducted to understand the
effectiveness of AE signal for in process identification
of dressing errors, and hence producing a more
consistent surface finish in the consequent grinding
operations. The following outcomes have heen obtained:
The dressing lead is the most important factor
affecting the surface roughness compared with
other grinding parameters such as the depth of cut
and the table speed.
Monitoring of the dressing parameters results in a
more consistent surface roughness in the
consequent grinding operations.
Such on line monitoring can also reveal whether the
dressing depth has remained constant during the
process or not.
I
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